With "Gabriella" in good style in
Malaysia!
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Polish hosiery company Gabriella understands very well the gentle sex as it has been taking care of women from
all of the world for years and from few weeks also in Malaysia. Gabriella is one of the leading companies in tights
& stockings market in Poland and in Europe. The company oﬀers tights in various thicknesses, smooth or
patterned, castellated and in imperishable colors – black & white or in lively colors – so fashionable this season.
Nowadays it is so diﬃcult to deﬁne what is exactly most fashionable and what women should wear to show their
best. One thing is sure: women like changes and they look for them in some new stuﬀ or new haircut, in the
same way they look for new fashion trends. They just are searching their own style.
Polish hosiery company Gabriella understands very well the gentle sex as it has been taking care of
women from all of the world for years and from few weeks also in Malaysia. Gabriella is one of the
leading companies in tights & stockings market in Poland and in Europe. The company oﬀers tights in various
thicknesses, smooth or patterned, castellated and in imperishable colors – black & white or in lively colors – so
fashionable this season.
Their highly qualiﬁed group of designers bravely follow market trends in order to constantly surprise customers
with trendy models and designs.
With new spatial headquarter and modern machine park Gabriella is introducing new collections and accents
them with carefully designed packages.
The company pays very special attention to highly selected yarn, which is being strictly checked by the quality
control department. Furthermore, the original design of tights and relatively good price make the company a
leading manufacturer on the market.
Faithful group of customers appreciates all the advantages of the products, so Polish consumers voted for
Gabriella’s products in the national contest Consumer Laurel. Unique design and the innovative nature of the
products made the brand was recognized Discovery of the Year 2011 and twice won the prestigious title "Best in
Poland".
Now, you can ﬁnd the product in the best shopping malls in Kuala Lumpur, including Pavilion, Isetan
KLCC Surya, Sogo.

More information about the company is available on its website:
http://www.gabriella.pl/en
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